
MiniBuilt requires a firm, well-drained foundation for guaranteeing the longevity of the structure. We 
recommend a pad 6” deep, with landscape fabric below, 3/4” clear crush rock (not road mulch), laser 

levelled and compacted. Low or soft areas of the pad will likely result in doors not operating properly. The 
pad should extend 1 foot beyond all sides of the structure. A 10’ x 12’ building requires a 12’ x 14’ pad. While 
some homeowners may choose to prepare the site themselves, larger structures require qualified contractors 
to prepare the site. MiniBuilt offers this service in the Lower Mainland.

*14 ft wide sheds may be subject to an 8” reduction in width due to wide load route restrictions.

Site Preparation

4x4 Skid Spacing

Gravel Pad Cross Section
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Trailer Delivery

Sideway wheels lift and drive trailer in a radius

Wide load delivery and piloting

Tilt deck with front and rear extensions to 42 feet

Unloading and pulling straight away

Sideshift on tail for precise shed placement

Wide load delivery

MiniBuilt provides efficient and safe trailer delivery with our wide load rigs and pilot cars. Our truck and 
trailer must have direct access to the site and be able to pull straight away from the structure as it slides 

off the trailer. The ground must be firm and dry to allow truck and trailer delivery. Our multi-function hydraulic 
trailer is often able to deliver into tight spaces that seem inaccessible. We determine site access with aerial 
maps, with customer supplied photos, or with site visits. 
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Mule Delivery

Crane Delivery* On Site Assembly*
Unloading Mule from truck Driving through tight spaces Wheels at one end, Mule lifting from opposite end

*Additional charges apply.

Sometimes your site is just too tight for a truck and trailer, or your shed needs to cross sensitive lawns and 
landscapes. In those cases, our remote controlled Mule shed forklift is the perfect solution. The Mule rides 

on our delivery truck to the site, where it lifts and drives the shed at one end with wheels placed under the 
opposite end.

When the site is inaccessible for trailer or Mule 
delivery, a crane may be your best option. Hiab 

cranes can lift small to medium sheds up to 60 feet 
over hedges, fences, and other structures. Large 
cranes can lift heavy sheds and garages up to 100 
feet. 

When even a crane is not an option, we assemble 
on site. Gate access and working space in the 

yard determine the feasibility of an on site build. On 
site builds typically are more costly than crane deliv-
ery. 
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